Guaranteed Rate is dedicated to offering you a low price, top-notch customer service and perks not available to the average customer.

Human Capital is the essence of your organization. Attracting and retaining talent is difficult with limited compensation packages. Our benefit enhancement allows your critical workforce the opportunity to live more comfortable and helps your organization provide entitlements to attract and retain key talent.

Take advantage of:

- Competitively low rates
- Closing cost credit*
- A fast, seamless and digital mortgage experience

When you finance your home with the Palmer Cronin Team
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Human Capital is the essence of your organization. Attracting and retaining talent is difficult with limited compensation packages. Our benefit enhancement allows your critical workforce the opportunity to live more comfortable and helps your organization provide entitlements to attract and retain key talent.

Take advantage of:

- Competitively low rates
- Closing cost credit*
- A fast, seamless and digital mortgage experience

Contact us today to learn more!

Palmer Cronin Team Chris Palmer & Joe Cronin VPs of Mortgage Lending
3006 Winghaven Blvd.
O’Fallon, MO 63368

Let’s get started
O: (636) 224-3524 C: (314) 504-3755
Rate.com/PalmerCroninTeam
palmercroninteam@rate.com

*Credit valid through the Palmer Cronin Team for applications submitted after 02/21/2020 and prior to 02/21/2021. Applicants subject to credit approval. If loan does not close for any reason, costs will not be refunded. This offer and/or receipt of application does not represent an approval for financing or interest rate guarantee. This coupon cannot be redeemed for cash/has no cash value. Restrictions may apply, contact Guaranteed Rate for current rates or more information.
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